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Social Exchange            This “ theory of helping” holds that lending a hand to

other individuals is highly dependent of “ fairness” (Syque, 2008, n. p.). This 

means that people help if he or she knows what he or she benefits from 

doing so (Syque, 2008, n. p.). Furthermore, one helps if he or she feels and 

believes that his or her partner in the kind of relationship he or she is in, for 

instance, of “ giving and taking”, is truly deserving of his or her help (Syque, 

2008, n. 

p.). In addition to that, according to this theory, one helps because he or she 

feels that hisor her relationship with the person he or she lent a hand to will 

be improved or enhanced (Syque, 2008, n. 

p.). Social Norms            This “ theory of helping”, on the other hand, holds 

that an individual should only lend hand if he or she thinks that others are 

worthy of one’s help (A Social Psychology Glossary, n. d., n. p. 

). This is similar to the first theory aforementioned wherein help is provided if

the person assisted is worthy of such (A Social Psychology Glossary, n. d., n. 

p.). In addition to that, this theory also states that, a person should assist 

when other individuals need it and when they are relying upon one’s aid (A 

Social Psychology Glossary, n. 

d., n. p.). Evolutionary            “ Evolutionary theory”, however, states that 

people help because such characteristic has been passed on to them 

(Altruism, n. d., n. 

p.). For instance, this theory believes that “ people can actually pass on their

genes by helping those they are genetically related to” (Altruism, n. d. 
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, n. p.).            This theory then if compared with the first two mentioned is 

entirely different since it is not in any way similar to the two others (Altruism,

n. d. 
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